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Introduction 

The extraction of hidden predictive information from large data-
bases, is a powerful new technology with great potential to help 
companies focus on the most important information in their data 
warehouses. Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviors, 
allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven deci-
sions. The automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining 
move beyond the analyses of past events provided by retrospective 
tools typical of decision support systems. Data mining tools can 
answer business questions that traditionally were too time consum-
ing to resolve. They scour databases for hidden patterns, finding 
predictive information that experts may miss because it lies outside 

their expectations. 

Most companies already collect and refine massive quantities of 
data. Data mining techniques can be implemented rapidly on exist-
ing software and hardware platforms to enhance the value of exist-
ing information resources, and can be integrated with new products 
and systems as they are brought on-line. When implemented on 
high performance client/server or parallel processing computers, 
data mining tools can analyze massive databases to deliver an-

swers to questions such as, "Which clients are most likely to re-

spond to my next promotional mailing, and why?" 

Movement Pattern Mining 

The trajectory data sets of moving objects are often modeled as 
sequential patterns for use in data mining. It defined the sequential 
pattern mining problem and proposed an Apriori-like algorithm to 
mine which is an FP-growth-based algorithm that addresses the 
sequential pattern mining problem by considering the pattern-
projection method. For handling the uncertainty in trajectories of 
mobile objects and developed a new match measure and proposed 
Trajectory pattern to mine sequential patterns from imprecise trajec-
tories [4]. A number of research works have been elaborated upon 
mining traversal patterns for various applications and proposed the 
FS and SS algorithms for mining path traversal patterns in a Web 
environment. It proposed an incremental algorithm to mine user 
moving patterns for data allocation in a mobile computing system. 
sequential patterns or path traversal patterns do not provide suffi-
cient information for location prediction or clustering. The reasons 
are as follows: First, for sequential pattern mining or path traversal 
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pattern mining extract frequent patterns of all objects, meaningful 
movement characteristics of individual objects may be ignored. 
Second, a sequential pattern or a traversal pattern carries no time 
information between consecutive items, so they cannot provide 
accurate in-formation for location prediction when time is con-
cerned. Third, sequential patterns are not full representative to indi-
vidual trajectories because a sequential pattern does not contain 
the information about the number of times it occurs in each individu-
al trajectory. The TMP-Mine algorithm for discovering the temporal 
movement patterns of objects. Apriori-like or FP-growth-based algo-
rithms suffer from computing efficiency or memory problems, which 
make them unsuitable for use in resource-constrained environ-

ments. 

Trajectories Clustering 

Clustering based on objects’ movement behavior has attracted 
more attention. Moving Micro clusters (MMC) to discover and main-
tain a cluster of moving objects online. It proposed trajectory clus-
tering to discover popular movement paths. Clustering similar tra-
jectory sequences to discover group relationships is closely related 
to our problem and it transform the location sequences into a trans-
action-like data on users and based on which to obtain a valid 

group [12]. 

The proposed AGP and VG-growth algorithms are Apriori-like or FP
-growth-based algorithms that suffer from high computing cost and 
memory demand. Apply a density-based clustering algorithm to the 
trajectory clustering problem based on the average Euclidean dis-
tance of two trajectories [8]. The discover group information based 
on the proportion of the time a group of users stay close together or 
the average Euclidean distance of the entire trajectories may not 
reveal the local group relationships, which are required for many 

applications. 

Apriori Algorithm 

Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing transactions 
(for example, collections of items bought by customers, or details of 
a website frequentation). Other algorithms are designed for finding 
association rules in data having no transactions (Winepi and Mine-
pi), or having no timestamps (DNA sequencing). The purpose of the 
Apriori Algorithm is to find associations between different sets of 
data. It is sometimes referred to as "Market Basket Analysis" [10]. 
Each set of data has a number of items and is called a transaction. 
The output of Apriori is sets of rules that tell us how often items are 

contained in sets of data 

Algorithm 1: Apriori 

1. L1 = flarge 1-itemsetsg; 

2. C1 = database D; 

3. for ( k = 2; Lk1 =6 ;; k++ ) do begin 

4. Ck = apriori-gen(Lk1 ); // New candidates 

5. Ck = ;; 

6. forall entries t 2 Ck1 do begin 

7. / determine candidate itemsets in Ck contained  

// in the transaction with identier t.TID  

Ct = fc 2 Ck j (c c[k]) 2 t:set-of-itemsets ^  

(c c[k1]) 2 t.set-of-itemsetsg; 

8. forall candidates c 2 Ct do 

9. c:count++; 

10. if (Ct =6 ;) then Ck += < t:TID; Ct >; 

11. end 

12. Lk = fc 2 Ck j c:count � minsupg 

13. end 

14. Answer =SkLk; 

Prediction Suffix Tree 

The PST building algorithm extracts significant patterns from a data 
set, prunes unnecessary nodes during tree construction, and then 
generates a PST. Each node in the tree is labeled by a string, which 
represents a significant pattern with occurrence probability above 
the minimal threshold. Each node carries the conditional empirical 
probabilities and the maximal length of s is specified by maximum. 
It represents a significant pattern [14]. The PST algorithm has an 
excellent capacity for extracting structural information from se-
quences. Its low complexity and it more attractive to be used in 
streaming or resource-constrained environments. Compared with 
algorithms that mine all accurate frequent patterns, the compact 
tree structure and the controllable size of a PST are particularly 

useful in resource-constrained environments. 

Cluster Ensembling 

CH collects location data locally and generates group information 
with the proposed GMPMine algorithm. The objects may not pass 
through all the clusters and the group relationships of objects may 
vary in different areas, the local grouping results may be incon-
sistent, The objects scattered in grassland is hardly identified as a 
group a group of objects move across the margin of a sensor clus-
ter. The group relationship is difficult to determine [8]. The CE algo-
rithm to combine multiple local grouping results. The algorithm 
solves the inconsistency problem and improves the grouping quali-
ty. The algorithm measures the similarity of each pair of objects to 
construct a similarity matrix based on the local grouping results The 
sink node uses the CE algorithm to combine the local grouping 
results [1]. It then assigns a global group ID to each group and 
sends the group information to the CHs for subsequent collection of 

the location data. 

System Analysis and Design 

Tracking an single or all objects. It contains a large amount of loca-
tion data. The results of the object are inconsistent and suitable 
pattern for our application is not adequate. To find the similarity 
measure and group the object. The energy consumption is high and 

time loss. 

Problem Analysis 

In the proposed system tracking all the moving objects and deter-
mine similarity by clustering ensembling algorithm. We propose a 
technique that identifies a group of moving objects between the 
client in a network. It reduces energy consumption. A distributed 
mining frame work to discover group relationships as well as group 
movement patterns. A new pairwise measure based on pattern 
similarity to compute the similarity of moving objects. The discov-
ered information to track moving objects efficiently. The detail of the 

drifting object can be stored and display in server as chart view. 

The GMP Mine algorithm is used to identifies the group of objects 
and determine the movement patterns. The GMP Mine Algorithm 
generates The grouping results and associate grouping movement 

pattern. 
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Fig. 1- 

Algorithm 2: Gmp Mine 

Input:s’={si|o<=i<n}, simmin, pmin, a, ymin, lmax, Σ 

Output: G.M, GT 

0.G=ϕ 

1. m=0 

2. \*building a pst for each object and puring noise*/ 

3. for each si in s’ 

4. ti=pst- build (sin, pmin, a, ymin, f, l max, Σ) 

5. for 0<=i<n-1 

6. for i+1<=j<n 

7. if simple (tin tj)>sim min then 

8. add_edge (I, j) to graph (V, E) 

9. (G,M)=HCS (graph (V,E)}||G={g,10<=i<=m} 

10. for 0<=i<m 

11. s’={sj|oi Σ gi, o<=j<n} 

12. t’={ti|oj tgi o<=j<n} 

13. gti=argmax Σpj(s2) where tiΣT’ 

14. return G={gj|o<=|i<m}, GT={GT|o<|i<m} 

Descriptions 

The GMPMine algorithm is comprised of four steps. First, we ex-
tract the movement patterns of each object from the location se-
quence. Second, we construct a similarity graph in which similar 
objects are connected by an edge. Third, we extract highly connect-
ed components to derive the group information. Fourth, we con-
struct a group PST for each group in order to conserve the memory 

space. 

Cluster Ensembling 

The Cluster Ensembling algorithm is used to combine the multiple 
local grouping results. The algorithm solves the inconsistence prob-
lems. The algorithm improves the grouping quality. The group rela-

tionships of objects may vary in different areas. 

Algorithm 3: Cluster Ensembling 

Input:o={00,01…….0n},c={G|0<=i<k},d={δ,|0<=i<d} 

Output:Gδ 

0.init Sum[] 

1. init sm[][] 

2. idx=0 

3. max=0 

4. for 0<=i<n-1 

5. for i+1<=j<n 

6. sm[i,j]=get si(c) 

7. for 0<=i<d 

8. graph(V,E)=convert 2 graph(sm,δ) 

9. 9.Gδ=HCS(graph(v,e)) 

10. sum[i]=Σnm(gi,gδ) 

11. if sum[i]>max then 

12. max=sum[i] 

13. idx=i 

14. gδ=gδn 

15. return gδ 

Descriptions 

The algorithm measures the similarity of each pair of objects to 

construct a similarity matrix based on the local grouping results. 

System Design 

Fig. 2- 

System Architecture 

In our system architecture the user gives the input to the GMP 
mine. The GMp mine search in the location sequence dataset. if the 
given data is present in the location sequence dataset, it moves the 
data’s to the group movement pattern search In the group move-
ment pattern search, the pattern matching operation is performed, 
then it sends the data to clustering approach.in the clustering ap-
proach the data’s are clustered, finally it sends to cluster ensem-
bling in that only one best result is produced from the group of re-

sults. 

Conclusion 

The exploitation of group movements to discover the information 
about groups of moving objects. In contrast to the centralized min-
ing technique, mine the group information in a distributed manner. 
The novel mining algorithm, which consists of a local GMPMine 
algorithm and a CE algorithm, to discover group information. An 
algorithm mines object movement patterns as well as group infor-
mation and the estimated group dispersion radius. The distributed 
clustering approach to heterogeneous and distributed sequential 
data sets, such as web logs or gene sequence. The contribution of 
our approach is threefold: it reduces energy consumption by allow-
ing CHs to avoid sending the prediction-hit locations, because the 
locations can be recovered by the sink via the same prediction 
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model; it leverages group information in data aggregation to elimi-
nate redundant update traffic. Mining technique achieves good 
grouping quality. Data aggregation significantly reduces energy 
consumption in terms of the transmission cost, especially in the 

case where moving objects have distinct group relationships. 

Future Enhancement 

The characteristics of group movements to discover the information 
about groups of moving objects in an OTSN. To evaluate the effi-
ciency of the proposed OTSN, we investigate the impacts of the 
network structure, accuracy error bound (EB), and SG radius (R) as 
GDR varies. To the best of our knowledge, group relationships in 
location data aggregation. We only compare our design with a con-
ventional update based OTSN with a naive data aggregation tech-
niques. We assume that there are five groups of objects, each of 
which contains five objects, walking in a mesh network composed 

of 65,536 sensors. 

Conflicts of Interest: None declared. 
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